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Abstract
Both the Jaynes-Cummings-Hubbard (JCH) andDickemodels can be thought of as idealisedmodels
of a quantumbattery. In this paperwe numerically investigate the charging properties of both of these
models. The twomodels differ in how the two-level systems are contained in cavities. In theDicke
model, theN two-level systems are contained in a single cavity, while in the JCHmodel the two-level
systems each have their own cavity and are able to pass photons between them. In each of thesemodels
we consider a scenariowhere the two-level systems start in the ground state and the coupling
parameter between the photon and the two-level systems is quenched. Each of thesemodels display a
maximumcharging power that scales with the size of the batteryN and no super chargingwas found.
Charging power also scales with the square root of the average number of photons per two-level
systemm for bothmodels. Finally, in the JCHmodel, the power was found to charge inversely with the
photon-cavity couplingκ.

1. Introduction

Energy storage capabilities and efficiency by electrochemical batteries have rapidly improved in recent times,
pushed by the need to robustly deal with the ever increasing energy demands of daily life. Aswe advance
technologically in the search for faster charging batteries, recently the idea of a quantumbattery has become a
more heavily researched topic [1–23]. The goal underpinning the exploration of a batterymade of single
quantumbits eachwith a single excited state is to use quantumphenomena to engineer a greatly improved
energy storage device. Some limiting factors for classical electrochemical batteries are their thermodynamic
energy loss due to heat and their increasing charging times for scaled up batteries [24–27]. Investigatingways
that a quantumbattery can deal with these issues has lead to the desire to understand howquantum statesmight
be utilised to produce a batterywithminimal energy loss and how the system can be built tominimise its
charging time [28–39].

Previous theoretical work [28] found that quantumbatteries can display a super-charging characteristic.
They found that as the number of two-level systems (N) in the battery increased, the speedwithwhich the battery
charged increased at a rate of N N . This result has ignited significant interest in quantumbatteries and inspired
us to explore quantumbatteries in the context of theDickemodel [40] and the Jaynes-Cummings-Hubbard
(JCH)model [41].

Functionally, a quantumbattery can be thought of as idealised two-level system inside a cavity whosemode
is able to excite the two-level system. For such a system the battery can be thought of as being charged
(uncharged)when the two-level system is in the excited (ground) state. Figure 1 schematically describes the two
systemswewill consider in this work. Specifically the JCHmodel,figure 1(a) and theDickemodel,figure 1(b),
under the charging protocol shown infigure 1(c). In each case we consider a scenariowherewe haveN elements
in the quantumbattery. The system is initialised such that the two-level systems are in the ground state. At t= 0
the coupling between the two-level systems and the photons is quenched from0 toβ.Wewillfirst consider the
charging in the JCHmodel in sections 2 and 3. For the JCH systemwefind that themaximum charging power,
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Pmax, is proportional to the number of the cavities in the JCH system. Additionally, wefind that themaximum
charging power is (inversely)proportional to square root of the number photons initially in each cavity (the
photon coupling between individual cavities). The result that themaximumcharging power is proportional to
the number of two-level systems in the JCHmodel then prompts us to revisit, in sections 4 and 5, results for the
Dickemodel, wherewe construct theDickeHamiltonian to ensure that the thermodynamic limit is bounded.
For such a regimewe regain a scaling forPmax proportional to the number of two-level systems in theDicke
cavity.

2. JCHquantumbatteries

The JCHmodel can be thought of as representing an atomwith a single excited state in the presence of n photons
inside a cavity. The two-level atomic system is coupled to the photons in the cavity viaβ, and the photonswith
frequencyωc are coupled between theN identical cavities viaκ. Specifically the JCHHamiltonian [42] is (ÿ= 1)
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whereωa is the energy of separation between the energy levels of the TLS, a
† and a are the photonic raising and

lowering operators, andσ+ andσ are the spin raising and lowering operators.
Diagonalising the JCHHamiltonian allows the TimeDependent Schrodinger Equation (TISE) to be solved

and the dynamics analysed. Starting with the system in the lowest energy eigenstate, the atom-photon coupling is
quenched fromβ= 0 toβ> 0 at time t= 0. In doing so, the two-level systems are taken from a parameter space
where they cannot charge, and instantaneously quenched to onewhere they are able to begin charging. In order
to quantify the charging rate we define that the energy of the system is the difference between the energy of the
time varying energy and that of the initial state,
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With the time varying energywe find themaximum charging power of the battery by taking themaximum rate
of change of the energy with respect to time,
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( )P
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max , 4max = b

which has a charging time to reachPmax of τ. This definition of power has been used tomake a direct comparison
with existing literature [28]. Alternatively, the time to charge the battery to itsmaximumenergy was explored,
with bothmethods returning results with the same scaling factors. The twoways to analyse the power of the

Figure 1. (a) Schematic for the JCHmodel.N identical two-level systems each occupying their own cavity, with photons coupling
between cavities with strengthκ. (b) Schematic for theDickemodel. Two-level systems the same as above except that they are all in the
one cavity. (c)Representation of the charging sequence of the quantumbattery. Initially the photon coupling to the two-level systemβ
is zero, then it is quenched to a valueβ > 0, where charging begins.
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quantumbattery are to consider how long it takes to fully charge the battery, which has a strong analogous
relationship between classical batteries, or to consider the best possible charging power and consider how that
scales. In the rest of this paperwewill use the later definition, as in equation (4).

The limitκ= 0 represents the case where individual elements of the cavities are not coupled to each other,
and there is no photon transfer between them.Wewill use this as the baseline bywhichwe analyse howdifferent
parametersmay change the charging rate of the battery, with express interest inwhether increasing the size of the
battery improves the charging power.With a systemof isolated (κ= 0) JCH two-level systems, the behaviour
reduces to that of individual Rabi two-level systemswithHamiltonian,

⎜ ⎟
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whereΔ= ωa− ωc and the average number of photons per two-level system ism. In this regime the JCHmodel
can be solved analytically and has its firstmaximum energy at time
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It can be seen from equation (6) that when the energy separation between the two energy levels and the photon
mode energy is zero (Δ= 0), the charging timewill scale with the number of photons according to m1t µ ,
andE scales proportional toN. It follows that P Nmax µ and P mmax µ . It is therefore of interest to explore
how this relationship changes when the two-level systems are able to interact. Allowing the cavities in the
quantumbattery to interact via photon coupling (κ> 0)makes it possible to analyse howκ,N andm affect it’s
charging power.

3. JCH results

In this paper we present results in natural units where ÿ= 1, and for a resonant regimewhere the dimensionless
photonmode energy and the dimensionless atomic energy separation are both 1, and henceΔ= 0. Infigure 2,
the effect of increasing battery size is shown for different values of the photonmode coupling parameterκ.
Whenκ= 0, the JCHmodel has an analytical solution. The present simulation results overlap exactly with the
analytical results obtained from the Rabimatrix of equation (6). This serves as the starting point for the
comparison of the power for larger JCH systems. It can be seen in thisfigure, that the charging power of the
quantumbattery for any value ofκnever exceeds that of the completely uncoupledκ= 0 case. The quantum
battery has the largestmaximal charging powerwhen it acts as if it wasN independent single atombatteries.
With the initial state taken as the lowest energy eigenstate, increasingκmoves the state to higher energy
eigenstates faster. This appears to decrease the charging power of the quantumbattery. Themaximum charging
power of the JCHquantumbattery was scaled by a factor of 1/N and for each value ofκ, the data tends towards a

Figure 2.Charging power of the JCHquantumbattery. Power is scaledwith a factor of 1/N and plotted as a functionN. Each line
corresponds to a decreasing value ofκ, with the uncoupled cavities having the largest values for the scaled power.Hereβ = 0.05 so
thatκ varies frombelow its energy scale to larger by an order ofmagnitude. The average number of photons per cavity is set tom = 1.
The initial state is set as the state inwhich each cavity hasm photons and is in the ground state.
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constant. This strongly implies that P Nmax µ , the result obtained for uncoupled (κ= 0) JCH two-level systems.
There is a notable difference between the Pmax of odd and even numbers of cavities, asκ increases to values larger
thanβ. The data points show this alternating behaviour forκ= 0.5, but it can be seen that this has no effect on
the largeN behaviour of the quantumbattery.

Delving into the JCHquantumbattery further, looking for othermethods of improving their power scaling,
figure 3 highlights the effect that increasing the average number of photons per cavity has onPmax, scaled by m

1 .

Infigure 3 (upper), there are 2 cavities with a varying number of photonsm, at t= 0, and it can be seen that the
scaled power tends towards a constant asm increases, strongly implying that the power scales as

( )P m . 8max µ

This relationship can also be seen inwith 4 cavities (figure 3 (lower)). The same relationship is observed for up to
6 cavities, with the limiting factor being that as the number of cavities increases the size of theHilbert space
quicklymakes the diagonalisation of theHamiltonian computationally intensive. As a result, it can be seen for
N= 2 there are solutions for relatively largem, whilem has to be limited forN> 2.

Another factor in the power scaling of the JCHquantumbattery is the strength of the photon coupling
between adjacent cavities,κ. Figure 4 demonstrates thatκ has an inverse scaling relationshipwith themaximum
power, by showing that the power, scaled byκ becomes a constant asκ increases, highlighting that,

( )P
1

. 9max
k

µ

The range of values of 0� κ� 2, forβ= 0.05, spans theMott insulator and superfluid regimes observed in
the JCHmodel [43].With the sameβ andκ� 0.2, the system is the in the superfluid phasewhere the cavity-
cavity coupling is the dominant energy of the system.Here, the variance in the excitation number per site is large
for the ground state. These high variance states havemore unoccupied cavities which decreases their charging
potential. As a result, this regime exhibits a decreased charging performance.Without this effect, thisβ<< κ

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.Number of photons per two-level system at t = 0 vs the scaled power of the quantumbattery for 2 (a) and 4 (b) two-level
systems. Themaximumpower scaledwith a factor of m1 to highlight that it tends towards a constant value asm increases,
implying that the power scales with the m . Larger values ofκ showdecreases power but appear to require larger values ofm from
them to approach a constant value.
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regimewould be expected to behavemost closely to theDickemodel where all of the two-level systems are
indistinguishable and coupled to the same photonmode inside a single cavity.

In this paperwe consider photon coupling between nearest neighbours in a line configuration. As an aside,
the hopping of photons between any other cavity (hyper hopping) in the system is also explored for
mathematical interest as well as closer comparison to theDickemodel, where each of the two-level systems are
indistinguishable in location. It was found that in both nearest neighbour hopping and hyper-hopping systems,
the scaling factor for the charging power as a function ofκ,N andmwere consistent.

It is clear that there is a disparity between the present results for the JCHquantumbattery and thatwhat was
found for theDickemodel in [28]. Thismotivated us to revisit theDickemodel of a quantumbattery.

4.Dicke quantumbatteries

Webeginwith the generalisedDickeHamiltonian [42],
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whereβ and b¢ are the coupling between the photonmode and the atomic excitation degree of freedom for the
energy conserving interactions. sb¢ is the coupling parameter for the interactions that do not conserve excitation
number, namely the †a jw

+ term excites the atom and also adds a photon to the system. TheDickemodel is a
special case of equation (10)where b b¢ = , while the Tavis-Cummingsmodel is the case where 0b¢ = . It is
worthy to note that there the

N

1 terms in (10) are included to ensure that at the thermal limit the energy remains

bounded.However, in [28] the factor of N was not included in theirHamiltonian andwent on tofind that the
maximumpower scaled according to the relation

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.Themaximumpower of a JCHquantumbattery scaledwith a factor of the photon couplingκ as a functionκ. (a)The upper
plot show the behaviour ofN = 2 two-level systems, while (b) the lower showsN = 3.The tendency of this data towards a straight line
for increasing values ofκ for bothN = 2 andN = 3 cavities helps illuminate that the power scales inversely withκ.κ covers the regime
where the two-level systems are completely uncoupled (κ = 0) to when it is the equal in strength to the photon/two-level system
coupling strength (β = κ = 0.05). Finallyκ ids increased towhere it is the dominant energy scale of the system (κ >> β).
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P N .max
3 2µ

With a power scaling increasing faster than the size of the battery increases, significant interest has been shown in
the exciting potential of super charging quantumbatteries. The improved charging capabilities has been
attributed to entangled states and in the results of the paperwewill elucidate the relationship that, the size of the
Dicke and JCHquantumbatteries in terms of the number of photons and atoms, and the coupling strength, has
on the charging power.

The process of setting up thematrix for theDickeHamiltonian is well described in [28], andwill be briefly
re-iterated here. For a particular state and a given number of two-level systems,N, in the cavity therewith q of
them in the ground state, and n photons. The ground state, where there arem= n/N= 1 photons per two-level
system and q=N of the two-level systemswhich are in the ground state, can bewritten
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Using this, the elements of thematrix for theDickeHamiltonian can found from
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From the obtainedHamiltonian the time dependent energy function and the power of theDicke quantum
battery can be determined in the sameway that is was in section 2, using equations (2) and (4).

5. Results: Dickemodel

Initially importance was placed on themodel being able to replicate the previous results of [28], whichwas
possible by using theHamiltonian referenced in their paper, without the factor of N1 . However, when using
theDickeHamiltonian, of equation (10), with the N1 term in the photon to two-level system coupling terms,
the super-charging is not present. This strong agreement between the JCH and theDickemodels, confirms that
while the charging power of quantumbatteries does increase as the size of the battery increases, it does so by a
factor ofN, i.e.

P N ,max µ

as demonstrated infigure 5.Here,β takes on values (β= 0.005, 0.05, 0.5, 2) to highlight the low-coupling and
high-coupling regimes, while also giving direct comparison to the value (β= 0.05) used the JCHmodel of
section 3.While the starting number of photons in the system is taken to beN, theDickemodel allows for
behaviour that does not conserve the particle number. As a result, to compute theDickemodel limitations on
themaximumnumber of considered photons needs to be placed. In this workwe considered systems of a range
of photons from1 to 5N for each data point. 5Nwas taken to be themaximumbecause good convergence was
already found for 4N.

Exploring the effect that the average number of photons per two-level systemhas onPmax,figure 6 displays
that P mmax remains constant asm increases, for allβ. By comparison, the result whichwas found in section 3,
for the JCHbattery, showed a tendency towards a constant for allκ> 0, which is an effect of the inverse scaling
ofPmaxwithκ in thatmodel. The strong agreement between theDicke and JCHmodels for a quantumbattery is
interesting, because of the different ways eachmodel allows the two-level systems to interact with the photon
fields. In theDickemodel all of the two-level systems are able to interact with all of the photons at all times,
because they exist within the same cavity, while in the JCHmodel the two-level systems can only interact with the
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photons in there cavity. This result implies that for large enoughm the power returns scale the samewaywhether
you localise the two-level systems or not, without ever considering the strength of the entanglement of states.

Asm gets very largewe enter into a regime currently accessible by experiments, eg. [1], andwhen looking at a
regime ofm= 200we found the same scaling relation, implying that the charging power of theDicke quantum
battery is only limited by the number of photons input into the cavity.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the charging quench dynamics of both the JCH andDickemodels. For the JCH
model we have found thatPmax scales linearly withN, i.e. there is no quantumadvantage in such a system.More
generally we alsofind that as the coupling between the cavitiesκ, in the JCHmodel, is increased Pmax is reduced.
However, there is an increase inPmaxwhen the number of photons,m, in each cavity, at t= 0, is increased. In this
case P mmax µ .

This investigation into the JCH system lead us to revisit the charging quench dynamics of theDickemodel.
Starting from a formof theDickeHamiltonianwhich ensures a consistent thermodynamic limit wefiud again
thatPmax scales linearly with the number of the two-level systems in theDicke cavity. Additionally, we recovered
a scaling of P mmax µ , wherem is the number of photons per two-level system, at t= 0, in theDicke cavity. For

Figure 5.The power scaling of aDicke quantumbattery for an increasing battery size. The number of two-level systems ranges from 2
to 20, while the photon-atom coupling parameterβ varies from low coupling towhere it dominates the dynamics of the system
(0 to 2). Asymptotic behaviour is seen for the scaled power towards a constant value for increasingN.

Figure 6.Themaximumpower as a function of average number of photonsm, scaled by
m

1 , forN = 10 two-level systems. The

legend displays the corresponding values ofβ for each plot, with lines drawn between data points to help visualise the data.
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both the JCH andDickiemodel we have not included the effects of decoherence. Although this could form the
basis of further studywe do not expect that the inclusion of decoherencewill enhance charging.
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